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ABSTRACT  

Renewable energy is often stated as a key for a future energy economy and hydrogen energy is 
considered to be the most domain source. Therefore, in this study the electronic and structural properties 
of H adsorbed on CNCs, BNNCs and SiCNCs be density function theory (DFT) method are 
investigation. Also, the influence of disclination angle and type of nanocones on hydrogenation are 
investigation in details. In addition, the comparison between the adsorption energy for three types of 
nanocones is included. Our calculations show that the highest surface reactivity for hydrogenated 
nanocnes is 17.91Debye for Si15C19H34-M1 and the smallest energy gap for hydrogenated nanocones is 
found to be for BNNCs and SiCNCs which implies that their conductivities are higher than CNCs. The 
calculated density of states (DOS) reveals that there is a significant orbital hybridization for hydrogen 
adsorption being an evidence of strong interaction. Therefore, one can conclude that BNNCs and 
SiCNCs might play an important role as suitable hydrogen storage. 
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Introduction 
       It is commonly  believed that fuel cells are considered to be one of the most important keys for the 
technology  in the twenty-first century .They are used as enabling features for a future hydrogen 
economy. They are used as enabling technology for a future hydrogen economy. By using pure 
hydrogen and air; the fuel cells can convert the chemical energy of the fuel directly into electricity with 
high efficiency, and they produce only water, thus eliminating all local emissions. The renewable 
energy shared from the wind, water and sun will morose but because of their irregular availability these 
sources will not be suitable to cover the electrical base load. Therefore, the power emigrated from the 
renewables sources, together with the production of hydrogen and fuel cells may well be an important 
option for future stationary and mobile power generation (Kordesch and  Simander, 1996; Carrette et 
al., 2000). 
       The electronic properties of nanocones are the unique three-dimensional topology of nanocone 
assemblies could lead to interesting applications in nanolithography. Electron emission current is 
described by non-stationary wavefunctions, that can be represented by linear combinations of electron 
eigenfunctions. The contribution of a particular eigenstate, either occupied or non-occupied, to the non-
stationary wavefunction responsible for electron conductivity is inversely proportional to the energy 
difference between the eigenenergy of this state and the Fermi level. In addition, the probability for a 
particular non-stationary wavefunction to be excited by the applied electric field is proportional to the 
transition matrix elements between the eigenfunctions contributing to the particular nonstationary 
wavefunction. Transition matrix elements between eigenfunctions can have a substantial magnitude 
only when both eigenfunctions occupy the same region (Shenderova et al., 2001). 
          Hydrogen is clean, efficient and derived from diverse domestic resources. And because of these 
features, Hydrogen can be used as a very attractive energy carrier. There is a clear adventive success in 
using the hydrogen technologies and many studies have shown that fuel cells, transport system on 
hydrogen and the metal hydride based heart pumps depend on the use of hydrogen and thus the use of 
hydrogen results in qualitatively new solutions of ecological and power problems (Nijkamp et al., 2001; 
Vasiliev et al., 2006). However, storage of hydrogen remains the most difficult of these technological 
challenges, as of is reported by the United States Department of Energy (DOE). The hydrogen storage 
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research aims at fitting as much hydrogen as possible in a given volume while minimizing the additional 
mass and volume required for the storage material. The metric for evaluating all hydrogen storage 
materials is the wt. % which is defined as the ratio of the mass of the stored hydrogen to the mass of the 
storage system. It is then noticed that a high wt. % is required to make hydrogen available alternative 
to fossil fuel in practical application. For example, the storage system on a car powered by a hydrogen 
fuel-cell must be of comparable weight and size to current gas tanks for the technology to gain 
acceptance. The department of Energy has determined that the hydrogen storage density of 9 wt. % is 
required to enable vehicles with fuel-cells to replace petroleum- fueled vehicles on a large sole (Baylor 
et al., 2002; Azevedo,  2004; Mpourmpakis and  Froudakis, 2007; Trzaskowski et al., 2007; Ao et al., 
2009; Wang  et al., 2009; Nouri et al., 2009). Therefore, in this study, we have chosen three types of 
nanocones (NCs) as carbon nanocones (CNCs), boron nitride nanocones (BNNCs) and silicon carbide 
nanocones (SiCNCs) with five disclination angles ranging from 600 to 3000, at any disclination angle 
of one structure. Then each disclination is full hydrogenated. Hence, the effect of the disclination angles, 
adsorption energy, energy gaps (E.g), highest occupied molecular orbitals (HOMO) and lowest 
unoccupied molecular orbitals (LUMO),  density of states (DOS), and the surface reactivity of the 
hydrogenations CNCs, BNNCs and SiCNCs are investigated.   
 
Computational details:

 
            Computational analyses of atomic hydrogen adsorptions to the surface of the nanocones carried 
out full geometry optimization with DFT, using Becke`s three parameter hybrid functional with LYP 
correlation functional (B3LYP) (Becke, 1988 and 1993) and the 6-31g standard basis set as 
implemented in the Gaussian 09W program (Frisch et al., 2010). All the calculations were performed 
by using Gauss View 5.0 molecular visualization program Package (Frisch et al., 2010). The densities 
of states (DOS), and Fermi levels were calculated by using the Gauss Sum 2.2.5 program (O’Boyle et 
al., 2008). The samples of study are CNCs, BNNCs and SiCNCs with disclination angles ranging from 
600 to 3000. Each disclination angle is applied on one structure, results in forming 21 structures, the 
hydrogen storage on the surface of CNCs, BNNCs and SiCNCs for all above disclination angles. For 
BNNCs with disclination angles 60, 180, and 300 there are two models (M1 and M2), resulting from 
the connected atoms edges can be either nitrogen atoms (named M1) or can be boron atoms (named 
M2) and for SiCNCs with disclination angles 60, 180, and 300 there are two models (M1 and M2), 
the connected atoms edges can be either silicon atoms (named M1) or can be carbon atoms (named 
M2). For disclination angles 120 and 240, there is only one model, the adsorption configuration of 
C80H80, B38N42H80-M1, B42N38H80-M2, Si38C42H80-M1 and Si42C38H80-M2 for disclination angles 600 
which are shown in figure 1. In the present study, we studied three types of NCs with five disclination 
angles respect to the hydrogen adsorption, the adsorption energy of hydrogen on pristine CNCs 
(Eadsorption) according to the following expression: 
                             Eadsorption = ECNCs-nH - ECNCs - nEH  
      where ECNCs-nH is the SCF energy of the optimized hydrogen–CNCs structure, ECNCs is the energy of 
an optimized CNCs structure and nEH is the energy of hydrogen atoms, and the same that we apply on 
BNNCs and SiCNCs. The adsorption energy for all disclination angles as shown in the table 1. 
 

(e) (d) (c) (b) (a) 

     
Fig. 1: Optimized structures of adsorption 80H for disclination angles 600: (a) C80H80, (b) B38N42H80-
M1, (c) B42N38H80-M2 (blue atoms represent nitrogen atoms and pink atoms represent boron atoms), 
(d) Si38C42H80-M1, (e) Si42C38H80-M2 (dark cyan atoms represent silicon atoms and grey atoms 
represent carbon atoms) 
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Results and Discussion. 
 
 Adsorption Energy.  
       We measure the ability of CNCs, BNNCs and SiCNCs for hydrogen storage as a function of 
adsorption energy. From table 1, it's clear that the best adsorption energies is -4.48 eV for CNCs in 
disclination angle 2400, -3.23 eV for BNNCs in disclination angle 1800 M1 and -7.62 eV for SiCNCs 
in disclination angle 3000 M1. Also it's found that for BNNCs and SiCNCs for all disclination angles 
the adsorption energy for M1 is always more lower than the adsorption energy for M2 and for 
comparison between the three types the NCs, the best adsorption energy is -7.62 eV for SiCNCs in 
disclination angle 3000 M1 because of the increased curvature effect and the physical- chemical 
properties of SiC such as excellent thermal conductivity, chemical inertness, high electron mobility, 
and biocompatibility, promises well for applications in microelectronics and optoelectronics, as well as 
nanocomposites (Liu and Lieber, 2006). 
 
Table 1: The calculated adsorption energy of hydrogenation CNCs, BNNCs and SiCNCs with 

disclination angles 600, 1200, 1800, 2400 and 3000. All energies are given by eV.  
 ����

�  
(ev) 

Angle 3000 
 ����

�  
(ev) 

Angle 
2400 

 ����
�  

(ev) 
Angle 1800 

 ����
�  

(ev) 
Angle 
1200 

 ����
�  

(ev) 
Angle 600 

-1.93 C34H34 -4.48 C46H46 -4.37 C42H42 2.08 C56H56 0.93 C80H80 
-0.91 B15N19H34-M1 

-0.81 B23N23H46 
-3.23 B20N22H42-M1 

0.40 B28N28H56 
0.91 B38N42H80-M1 

-0.49 M2-34H15N19B  -2.32 M2-42H20N22B  0.69 M2-80H38N42B  
-7.62 Si15C19H34-M1 

-1.24 Si23C23H46 
-3.41 Si20C22H42-M1 

2.01 Si28C28H56 
1.64 Si38C42H80-M1 

-3.93 Si19C15H34-M2 -3.07 Si22C20H42-M2 0.75 Si42C38H80-M2 
 
Surface Reactivity and Energy Gaps. 

          The surface reactivity and the energy gaps are the most important properties which can help in 
understanding the fundamental information needed for designing the next generation of nanocones 
devices. The dipole moments are calculated and are used as indicator for the surface reactivity where 
the high values of the dipole moments indicate the high surface reactivity (El-Nahass et al., 2013; Kotz 
et al., 2006). The surface reactivity and energy gaps for disclination angles 60, 180, and 300 are 
investigated and are listed in table 2. And for disclination angles1200 and 2400 are listed in table 3. From 
table 2 and table 3, the surface reactivity of CNCs is increased by increasing the disclination angles of 
CNCs. The smallest and largest surface reactivities are found to be 6.80 Debye and 11.52 Debye for 
structure configurations C80H80 and C46H46 CNCs with disclination angles 600 and 2400, respectively. 
And the energy gaps of CNCs are decreased by increasing the disclination angles of CNCs, the largest 
and smallest E.g are found to 0.23 eV and 0.01 eV for structure configurations C56H56 and C42H42 CNCs, 
with disclination angles 1200 and 1800 respectively. Also, from table 2 and table 3, the surface reactivity 
of BNNCs is increased by increasing the disclination angles of BNNCs, the smallest and largest surface 
reactivities are found to be 9.10 Debye and 14.66 Debye for structure configurations B42N38H80-M2 and 
B20N22H42-M1 BNNCs with disclination angles 600 and 1800, respectively. The smallest E.g is 0.01 eV 
for structure configurations B20N22H42-M1 BNNCs with disclination angles 1800. 
 

Table 2. The dipole moments and energy gaps of the CNCs, BNNCs and SiCNCs with disclination 

angles 600, 1800 and 3000. The dipole moment is given by Debye and the energy gap is given 

by eV. 

Angle 600 
Dipole 

Moment 
(Debye) 

E.g 
(ev) Angle 1800 

Dipole 
Moment 
(Debye) 

E.g 
(ev) Angle 3000 

Dipole 
Moment 
(Debye) 

E.g 
(ev) 

C80H80 6.80 0.06 C42H42 11.29 0.01 C34H34 11.31 0.03 
B38N42H80-M1 9.23 0.01 B20N22H42-M1 14.66 0.01 B15N19H34-M1 13.07 0.02 

M2-80H38N42B  9.10 0.01 M2-42H20N22B  10.62 0.02 M2-34H15N19B  12.91 0.03 
Si38C42H80-M1 6.81 0.01 Si20C22H42-M1 7.54 0.11 Si15C19H34-M1 17.91 0.01 
Si42C38H80-M2 9.89 0.01 Si22C20H42-M2 9.94 0.12 Si19C15H34-M2 11.94 0.06 
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Table 3. The dipole moments and energy gaps of the CNCs, BNNCs and SiCNCs with disclination 

angles 1200 and 2400. The dipole moment is given by Debye and the energy gap is given by 

eV. 

Angle 1200 
Dipole 

Moment 
(Debye) 

E.g (ev) Angle 2400 
Dipole 

Moment 
(Debye) 

E.g (ev) 

C56H56 7.52 0. 23 C46H46 11.52 0.21 
B28N28H56 9.24 0.12 B23N23H46 10.44 0.02 

56H28C28Si  12.81 0.12 46H23C23Si  11.19 0.01 

       
    For the SiCNCs the surface reactivity is increased by increasing the disclination angles of SiCNCs, 
the smallest and largest surface reactivities are found to be 6.81 Debye and 17.91 Debye for structure 
configurations Si38C42H80-M1and Si15C19H34-M1 SiCNCs with disclination angles 600 and 3000, 
respectively. The smallest E.g is 0.01 eV for structure configurations Si15C19H34-M1 SiCNCs with 
disclination angle 3000.  It can be seen that, except for disclination angles 120° and 240°, they can be 
classified into Si-rich or C-rich. It can be noted that Si-rich BNNCs possess a large surface reactivities 
than C-rich BNNCs and it possess a small wider E.g, it's noticed that  the surface reactivity increased 
by increasing the cone angle Because by increasing the cone angle, the strain on the cone is increased, 
resulting in an increase in the surface reactivity. To understand the electronic properties and the surface 
reactivity we calculate and plotted the molecular orbital of HOMO and LUMO, as shown in figure 2. 
For CNCs the HOMOs and LUMOs energies are (0.01 eV and -0.20 eV) for structure configurations 
C46H46 with disclination angle 2400. From HOMOs and LUMOs, it's found that the electron density is 
mainly localized on the edge atoms. For BNNCs the HOMOs and LUMOs energies are (-0.06 eV and 
-0.05eV) for structure configurations B20N22H42-M1 with disclination angle 1800, the electron density is 
found to be located at connected edges nitrogen atoms for HOMOs and for LUMOs. Also, for SiCNCs 
the HOMOs and LUMOs energies are (-0.19 eV and -0.18 eV) for structure configurations Si15C19H34-
M1 with disclination angle 3000, the electron density is found to be located at SiC apex atoms for 
HOMOs and it is mainly localized on the edge atoms for LUMOs. 
 

LUMO 

 (a)            (b)                (c)  

  
 

 

 
 
 

HOMO 

   
 
Fig. 2. The molecular orbital of LUMOs and HOMOs for hydrogenation (a) C46H46 CNCs, (b) 

B20N22H42-M1 BNNCs and (c) Si15C19H34-M1 SiCNCs with dsiclination angles 2400, 1800 and 3000, 

respectively. 

 

 

E.g = 0.21eV E.g = 0.01eV E.g = 0.01eV 
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  Density of States. 

          From the total density of states (DOS) one can calculate the intensity of energy levels which is 
referred to the degeneracy. The degeneracy means that there is more than one level with the same energy 
where the electron can be existed. As the intensity is increased the more degeneracy is occurred. The 
total density of state (DOS) was also calculated and potted for CNCs, C46H46 with disclination angle 
2400, C34H34 disclination angle 3000, for BNNCs, B23N23H46 with  disclination angle 2400, B15N19H34-
M1 with  disclination angle 3000,  and  for SiCNCs, Si23C23H46 with disclination angle 2400, Si15C19H34-
M1 with disclination angle 3000, as shown in Figure 3.  
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 3. Comparison of the Density of states for  hydrogenation CNCs (a) C46H46 with 2400 disclination 
angle, (b) C34H34 with 3000 disclination angle, for BNNCs (c) B23N23H46 with 2400 disclination angle, 
(d) B15N19H34-M1 with 3000 disclination angle,  and  for SiCNCs (e) Si23C23H46 with 2400 disclination 
angle, (f) Si15C19H34-M1 with 3000 disclination angle. FL lines represent Fermi Level; blue line 
represents DOS spectra calculated by GaussSum. 
 
From the comparisons of DOS spectra for CNCs with disclination angle 2400 and 3000, the intensity of 
HOMO is higher than the intensity of LUMO for structure C46H46, and the intensity of HOMO is equal 
than the intensity of LUMO for structure C34H34, for BNNCs with disclination angle 2400 and 3000, the 
intensity of HOMO is equal than the intensity of LUMO for structure B23N23H46, and the intensity of 
HOMO is higher than the intensity of LUMO for structure B15N19H34-M1, and for SiCNCs with 
disclination angle 2400 and 3000, the intensity of HOMO is equal than the intensity of LUMO for 
structure Si23C23H46, and the intensity of HOMO is lower than the intensity of LUMO for structure 

(b) (a) 

  
(d) (c) 

 
(f) (e) 
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Si15C19H34-M1. If the number of degenerate states is increased the intensity of HOMOs or LUMOs is 
increased and vice versa. A comparison of the DOS of disclination angle 2400 and disclination angle 
3000 systems shows that there is a significant change in Fermi level was occurred. As can be seen in 
Figure 3, some energy states cross Fermi level, this may due to the magnetic behavior of the H-adsorbed 
nanocones systems. One may note that the band gap was changed upon adsorption. This observation is 
consistent with the change in HOMO and LUMO levels. 
 
Conclusion 
 
    In summary, we have theoretically investigated structural, energetic and electronic properties for the 
adsorption of hydrogen on the CNCs, BNNCs and SiCNCs by the DFT calculations. The results 
obtained in this study shows that by increasing the dsiclination angle, the adsorption energy of hydrogen 
is getting low. The SiCNCs is the best type of nanocones to hydrogen storage and the best adsorption 
energy on the surface of NCs is -7.62 eV for SiCNCs in disclination angle 3000 M1. Also, it is found 
that the surface reactivity of hydrogenated NCs is increased by increasing the dsiclination angles and 
the surface reactivity at hydrogenation SiCNCs always possesses the highest dipole moment, the highest 
surface reactivity is 17.91 Debye for structure Si15C19H34-M1. In addition, it is found that the energy 
gaps are dependent on the disclination angle.  
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